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Abstract

Simultaneous Multi-Threading (SMT) processors are becoming
popular because they exploit both instruction-level and thread-
level parallelism by issuing instructions from different threads in
the same cycle. However, the issues of power and thermal man-
agement hinder SMT processors fabricated in nano-scale tech-
nologies. Power and thermal issues in SMT processors not only
limit the achievable performance, but also have a direct impact
on the cost and viability of these processors. While several per-
formance simulation tools to explore the performance aspect of
SMT processors early in their design phase exist, there is a lack
of early power and performance evaluation tools for SMT pro-
cessors. To this end, we have developed PTSMT: a tightly cou-
pled power, performance and thermal exploration tool for SMT
processors. In this paper, we demonstrate that PTSMT can au-
tomatically and effectively accomplish power, performance and
thermal exploration of SMT processors at various levels of de-
sign hierarchy, at the application level, microarchitecture level,
and physical level. Our experimental results show that: at the
application level, number of contexts into which an application
is divided could affect performance by 2.2x, energy by 52%, and
peak temperature by 35oC; and at the microarchitecture level,
context swapping during run time could reduce energy by 9%
and improve performance by 8%. These observations indicate
the size of the design space which can be explored using PTSMT.

1. Introduction

Simultaneous multithreading [1] is a processor design that com-
bines hardware multithreading with superscalar processor tech-
nology to allow multiple threads to issue instructions each cy-
cle. Unlike conventional superscalar processors, which suffer
from a lack of per-thread instruction-level parallelism, simulta-
neous multithreading uses multiple threads to compensate for
low single-thread ILP. The performance consequence is signifi-
cantly higher instruction throughput and program speedups.

While SMT processors have become viable only due to the level
of integration provided by technology scaling, technology scal-
ing has resulted in high power density (power per unit area),
and therefore high operating temperatures, both of which have
a profound impact on SMT processors. While high power den-
sity leads to an increase in the cooling cost, [2], high operat-

ing temperatures results in increased probability of timing viola-
tions because of higher signal propagation delay and switching
time, reduced lifetime because of phenomena such as electro-
migration [3]. High power densities lead to higher temperatures
which in turn increase the leakage power. This close coupling
can lead to thermal runaway and therefore requires a joint power,
and thermal simulation approach to detect and avoid such situ-
ations. These thermal effects in modern sub-nanometer fabri-
cation technologies necessitate a closely coupled power perfor-
mance and thermal modeling of SMT processors. Furthermore,
temperature-aware performance modeling [4, 5] becomes criti-
cal because the temperatures of individual blocks in the proces-
sor play a very important role in estimating the reliability and
performance of the whole processor design. For example, the
temperature of any block in a chip is not only dependent on its
own power density but also on the power densities of adjacent
blocks, due to thermal diffusion (i.e. the flow of heat from hot
blocks to cold blocks).

While there exist several tools for performance exploration of
SMT processors [6, 7, 8], there is a lack of closely coupled
power, performance and thermal simulation tools, which can ef-
fectively detect thermal emergencies, and evaluate the impact of
various thermal policies.

In this paper, we present PTSMT: A tool for closely coupled
Power, Performance and Thermal simulation of SMT proces-
sors. We present experimental results to demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of PTSMT in early exploration of SMT processor
designs at various levels of design hierarchy: at the Application
level, where decisions such as the number of contexts into which
an application should be divided are made; Microarchitectural
level at which optimal selection of hardware resources, instruc-
tion fetch policies from different threads is done; Physical level,
where different floorplans and other technology parameters are
examined. PTSMT empowers the designer with the capability
to quantitatively evaluate various design alternatives and power
and thermal management techniques at each of the three design
levels, very early in the SMT processor design process.

2. Related Work

2.1. PPT Exploration
Temperature estimation of VLSI chips is a well defined area of
research. Industrial tools (e.g., Flotherm [9]) and Firebolt [10]
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are based on finite element analysis methods and have been in
use for a long time. Such tools were primarily used by package
and cooling system designers. A thermal model can be con-
verted to an equivalent electrical model dual [5]. Temperature
estimation tools [5], [11] based on this model are often used in
academic settings. In our work we have used Hotspot [5].

2.2. SMT - Performance Exploration

Many previous works have shown the importance of SMT ar-
chitectures, analyzing and evaluating their performance char-
acteristics. Early work by Goncales et al. [7] demonstrated
the need for an efficient SMT simulator to model the multi-
threaded architecture including the memory hierarchy. They pre-
sented an SMT simulator that has been developed on top of the
Simplescalar toolset [12]. Tullsen et al. presented the SMT-
SIM [6]-an instruction-level simulator for a detailed simulation
of a pipelined SMT processor with all sources of latency mod-
eled. Madon et al. [8] developed the SSMT simulator, to eval-
uate the performance aspects of SMT processors. The SSMT
is an SMT simulator based on SimpleScalar and augmented to
simulate an SMT pipeline.

2.3. SMT - Power and Thermal Exploration

The power consumption of SMT processors has been examined
in [13]. They used PowerTimer [14] to estimate the power
of the underlying hardware components of the SMT processor.
[15] have carried out investigations on thermal management of
SMT processors. They have proposed increasing the area of the
blocks with high power densities by adding redundant devices in
an effort to reduce the power densities and hence reduce temper-
atures. A taxonomy of different thermal management schemes
for SMT processors is given in [16]. [17] presents an adaptive
fetch algorithm where new instructions are fetched depending
on history based profiling of threads as integer or floating-point
intensive.

In all of the above works, SMT processors were simulated and
different power estimators such as [14], [18] were used to es-
timate power. Then temperatures were estimated using tools
like [5] or in many cases power densities were used as a in-
dicative representation of temperatures. Such an approach ig-
nores the effects of thermal diffusion among blocks with dif-
ferent temperatures. It has been observed that because of ther-
mal diffusion, within a chip the temperature of a block with
lower power density can be much higher than the temperature
of another block with higher power density [19]. The floorplan
of a processor significantly affects thermal diffusion and hence
the temperature profile [20]. Our work is different from all the
above in that we tightly couple performance, power, and tem-
perature estimation for SMT processors. The reason for tight
coupling is that we should be able to examine the effect of ther-
mal management policies on performance and power during run
time. For example, if a thermal emergency occurs and a thermal
management technique kicks in at the N th cycle, we should be
able to observe the resulting changes (because of the thermal
management technique) in the performance, power, and temper-
ature traces from (N + 1)th cycle onwards.

Another motivation behind coupling power and temperature es-

timation is leakage power. Leakage power of a transistor in-
creases with temperature in a super-linear manner [21]. In-
creased leakage power raises the temperature further. This pos-
itive interdependency continues to raise both temperature and
leakage power until the total power consumed is dissipated to
the environment by the package and steady temperatures are
reached. Leakage power and temperature estimations can be off
by as much as 20% if this positive feedback between temperature
and leakage power are ignored [19]. Existing SMT simulators do
not take into account the power and thermal considerations dur-
ing their performance simulation. In our work we have coupled
performance, power, and temperature estimation, and presented
a platform for concurrent PPT exploration of SMT processors
across different levels in a design.

3. PTSMT: Power, Performance & Temperature
Simulator for SMT Processors

Power and temperature are fast becoming the bottleneck in in-
creasing the performance of SMT processors. Consequently,
both power and thermal management techniques must be inves-
tigated in a tightly coupled manner for these technique to be
effective. To this end we have developed a Power-Temperature
Simultaneous Multi Threading simulator called PTSMT.

3.1. Performance Model

At the heart of the PTSMT performance model is the Sim-
plescalar [12] engine. The SSMT simulator used to model the
performance of SMT processors supports out-of-order issue and
execution. PTSMT models a very detailed out-of-order issue
SMT processor with a two-level memory system and specula-
tive execution support. This simulator is able to execute multi-
ple contexts simultaneously i.e. dispatch instructions provided
by multiple contexts to functional units.

3.2. Power Model

The power models are based on WATTCH [18], but also in-
clude the leakage energy models, similar to those in the PTScalar
tool setPTSMT models both the dynamic power, and the leak-
age power, including the temperature dependence of the leakage
power. Dynamic energy is independent of temperature, but has
a quadratic dependence on supply voltage. In our power model,
dynamic energy for a circuit block in each cycle is calculated
as: Pd = Ngate · C · V 2

dd, where Pd represents the dynamic en-
ergy of the block per cycle, Ngate is the number of gates in the
circuit block, C represents the switching capacitances and Vdd

represents the supply voltage. Leakage power mainly consists of
subthreshold and gate leakage power. In our power model, we
consider both subthreshold and gate leakage for logic circuits
and all memory-based units using Equation (1):

Pleak = Ngate · Iavg(T, Vdd) · Vdd (1)

where, Pleak is the total leakage power, Iavg(T, Vdd) is the total
leakage current per gate at a given temperature T and supply
voltage Vdd.
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3.3. Thermal Model

The thermal model in PTSMT is based on the HotSpot [5] mod-
els. Temperature is modeled by equivalent RC thermal cir-
cuits, based on the duality between heat transfer and electrical
phenomena where two parameters: thermal resistance Rt and
thermal capacitance Ct are used to characterize thermal behav-
ior. The equivalent RC thermal circuit consists of three layers:
heatsink, heat spreader and chip die. Provided the average power
within a time period computed using the power model, the tran-
sient temperature is calculated by solving the differential equa-
tions for the RC circuit with a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method.

3.4. Capabilities

PTSMT provides the designer with a fast, cycle-accurate sim-
ulation of SMT processors for a coupled evaluation of perfor-
mance, power, and temperature. The SMT architecture is pa-
rameterizable and many of these features were inherited from the
SimpleScalar and SSMT simulators. Some of the parameteriz-
able options include: instruction and data caches configurations,
number of integer and floating point ALUs, branch predictor
configurations, size of Register Update Unit (RUU), latency for
memory accesses, Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) config-
urations, and other execution parameters such as the maximum
number of instructions to simulate etc. The output of PTSMT
includes many performance parameters such as: Total number
of instructions committed from each context; number of loads,
stores, and branches; simulation statistics such as total number
of cycles, instructions per cycle, time; branch predictor statis-
tics on lookups, hits, misses, updates; cache behavior parameters
such as accesses, hits, misses, replacements etc. for instruction
and data L1 caches, L2 cache, and instruction and data TLBs;
access counts, power, and temperature values at each cycle for
all the SMT architectural components.

3.5. Construction

PTSMT is derived from the SSMT simulator. We have sup-
plemented SSMT with a power estimator which is similar to
WATTCH [18] and temperature estimator which is similar to
HotSpot [5]. Figure 3.5 shows the basic construction of
PTSMT. PTSMT performs a fast, cycle-accurate, power and
temperature coupled simulation of SMT architecture. However,
the architectural configuration can be easily changed which al-
lows the tool to be used for architectural exploration.

The tool takes binaries compiled for the SimpleScalar architec-
ture, floorplan of the processor, configuration files with parame-
ters for the thermal and power models, package and other tech-
nology dependent libraries. PTSMT also inherited an advanced
cache simulator [26] from Simplescalar which models behavior
like cache misses etc. Outputs of PTSMT simulation include
performance statistics, power (leakage + dynamic), and temper-
ature profiles for all the components in the architecture at any
cycle intervals.

SMT Simulator: SSMT

Instruction Set 
Simulator:

SimpleScalar

Power
Estimator:
WATTCH

Temperature
Estimator:

HotSpot

Performance, Power, and 
Temperature Simulator 

for SMT: 
PTSMT

Tightly Coupled
Integration

Leakage
Power
Models

Figure 1. Construction of PTSMT

4. Cross-level PPT Exploration with PTSMT

4.1. Experimental Setup

We have used a SMT version of Alpha-21464 as the floorplan to
conduct our experiments and demonstrate the need and useful-
ness of PTSMT. Alpha-21464 is not a SMT, therefore, we have
added the required additional hardware to enhance the architec-
ture for SMT. Then we used Parquet [22] to generate a floorplan
for this variant. We used the benchmarks benchmarks from
the MiBench [23] suite. We use 45nm technology, clock speed
of 3 GHz and a relatively large L2 cache, and other parameters
scaled accordingly. For our SMT, we allow complete sharing of
the Instruction and Data L1 caches, functional units and all other
blocks except the Integer and Floating point register files and the
corresponding register alias tables and the RUU.

In our results, we have used a base case for comparison, which
we define as follows: To do a fair comparison we assume that the
SMT processor in base case has a thermal control mechanism.
The temperatures of all the blocks in the processor are contin-
uously monitored during the execution of the program. If the
temperature of any block goes beyond a defined thermal thresh-
old of 100oC (can be different for other designs or technolo-
gies), we stop fetching instructions till the temperature wanes
(i.e., stall the complete processor pipeline) in order to avoid a
thermal runaway.

4.2. Physical level Exploration

The phenomenon of power and temperature are very closely
related to physical design choices such as selection of cell li-
braries, floorplan etc. The floorplan of the processor affects
the temperature profile because it changes the thermal diffusion
among neighboring components. As a result, different floorplans
have different temperature profiles. Since the leakage power of
a transistor has a super-linear dependency on temperature, the
floorplan also has an affect on the leakage power dissipation.

Effect of Floorplan

We simulated our benchmarks using five different SMT floor-
plans with PTSMT. Figure 2 shows the energy consumption
(normalized to the base case) and peak temperatures of the pro-
cessor for different floorplans. The energy consumption values
are normalized to the energy for the first floorplan. It was ob-
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served that there was a 13% variation in the overall energy con-
sumption of the processor and a 21oC variation in the maximum
temperature of the chip across different floorplans. This varia-
tion in the peak temperature has a foremost effect on the cost of
the package and the cooling mechanism which increases signif-
icantly with temperature.

Figure 2. Energy and maximum temperatures for
different floorplans of an SMT Processor

If the cooling mechanism includes a fan, a lower peak temper-
ature will warrant less use of the fan and thus save power con-
sumed by fans (which can range from 4W for hand-held devices
to 30W for fixed devices). Other benefits of a lower peak tem-
perature include: improved reliability, reduced leakage current,
less delay for transistors and wires, etc. Different floorplans have
different thermal profiles because the placement of the blocks af-
fects thermal diffusion. This experiment motivates the need for a
coupled power and temperature estimation tool which takes into
account the effect of floorplans on temperature and hence on the
power consumption. If we consider only those floorplans which
meet the timing constraints of the processor, there is a design
space with multiple floorplans having different power dissipa-
tion and temperature profiles.
4.3. Microarchitecture level Exploration
SMT processors need replication of certain hardware so that
multiple threads can issue instructions in the same cycle. There
are multiple ALUs of integer and floating point type so that mul-
tiple instructions can execute in one cycle. The extra hardware
offers increased performance but at a cost of increased area and
power. Thus, the choice of microarchitecture and the analysis of
the accompanying tradeoffs must be done very early in the de-
sign cycle of SMT processors, because they have a direct impact
on the PPT metrics.

Effect of Context Swapping

If the temperature of any of the resources corresponding to one
of the contexts rises above a defined threshold temperature, we
swap the execution of this context with another context. The
context responsible for the increased register file temperature
now uses another register file which was at a lower temperature,
thereby allowing the original register file to cool down. This run-
time swapping is repeated again when needed. We simulate the
benchmarks and compare the runtime, energy, and temperature
of the processor against the case when no context swapping was

employed. From Figure 3 we observe that on an average there
is a 9% reduction in energy consumption with a 8% reduction in
runtime (performance improvement) because of this swapping
of contexts compared to the base case of stalling the processor.

Figure 3. Energy and performance for context
swapping to do thermal management

Effect of Architectural Choices

The number of functional units, Integer ALUs (IALUs) and
Floating Point ALUs (FALUs), is one of the microarchitec-
tural parameters that can be used to optimize power and perfor-
mance. We simulate our benchmarks using PTSMT with vary-
ing number of IALUs and analyze the energy and runtime in
each case. Figure 4 plots the processor’s total energy consump-
tion and runtime for the representative susan corners benchmark
as the number of IALUs in the microarchitecture vary from 1 to
8.

Figure 4. Energy and performance for a bench-
mark at different number of IALUs in the SMT ar-
chitecture

It can be seen from the curve that the runtime decreases steeply
as the number of IALUs increase from 1 to 4. This is because
of higher the number of IALUs. But as the number of IALUs
increases to 8, runtime decreases slightly before stabilizing be-
cause there are not too many integer operations in the bench-
mark. Functional units such as IALUs, being regions of very
high activity, are one of the major contributors to the processors
total energy. Consequently, we observe a significant difference
in the total energy with the different number of IALUs used.
The energy consumption curve shows a decrease in energy as
the number of IALUs increases from 1 to 5 because: the instruc-
tions are distributed among all the IALUs, thereby decreasing
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the dynamic energy consumed by each of them. The energy con-
sumption increases as the number of IALUs increases from 5 to
8 because: though there are more number of IALUs, there are
lower number of instructions committed to them, which is also
implicit from a corresponding halt in the decrease of runtime.
Hence, though the additional IALUs consume only small dy-
namic power, they consume a significant standby power. Thus
different number of IALUs provide a tradeoff between energy
consumption and runtime.

Effect of Fetch Policies

PTSMT allows the exploration of different policies for fetch-
ing instructions from the ready queues of hardware contexts, for
SMT processors. The ‘fetch policy’ governs the way in which
multiple instructions are fetched from contexts which are ready
with executable instructions. The fetch policy has a direct im-
pact on the PPT metrics trio. We implement two such fetch poli-
cies and compare the power and performance of each of them
with that of the base case.

Figure 5. Energy for different fetch policies to
regulate maximum temperature

Figure 6. Performance for different fetch policies
to regulate maximum temperature

Policy 1: The temperature of any of the resource correspond-
ing to each context (such as the Register Files and the Register
Update Unit) corresponding to all contexts is monitored. If the
temperature of any of them goes beyond the defined threshold,
instructions corresponding to that context are stopped from be-
ing fetched, until the temperature of the hottest block belonging
to that context drops below the lower threshold temperature.

Policy 2: In this policy, similar to policy 1, the temperature
of any of the resource corresponding to each context is moni-
tored. If the temperature of any of them goes beyond the de-
fined threshold the number of instructions being fetched from
the hottest context in each cycle is reduced.

Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the normalized (to base case) en-
ergy consumption and run time for the two policies respectively.
On an average there is up to 20% and 11% energy reduction for
fetch policies 1 and 2 respectively compared to the base case.
Thus there is an average 6% and 10% performance gain respec-
tively for the two fetch policies compared to the base case. Us-
ing PTSMT, the designer can choose to implement several other
power and thermal management techniques for SMT processors
at the micro architecture level, for a combined power, perfor-
mance and temperature exploration.

4.4. Application level Exploration

Since SMT processors offer the capability to execute instruc-
tions from multiple threads in a single cycle, the top level appli-
cation is divided into multiple threads or contexts. Each context
has its own set of registers and program counters to maintain its
state. While it is desirable to partition an application into the
maximum number of threads, it is not always beneficial to do
so. The maximum number of threads that an application can
be broken into is limited by the hardware resources available on
the SMT processor. The number of threads running on the SMT
processor will not only affect the performance of the application
but they also alter the power consumption and thermal profiles.

Selection of Number of SW Contexts for an Application

The division of an application into a suitable number of contexts
may be done explicitly at functional level by the designer or it
may be done using special compiler solutions.

Figure 7. Variation in Performance, Energy &
Temperature metrics when an application is run
as different number of contexts on SMT

We have taken a large application based on MiBench bench-
marks. We divided this application into a different number of
sub-applications ranging from 2 to 5 for which the results are
in Figure 7. We observe that maximum IPC is obtained when
the application is divided into 2 contexts because the architec-
ture has two hardware replications for context registers, program
counters etc. When the application is divided into more con-
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texts the performance goes down because there is a penalty of
swapping contexts. We observe large variations (VAR) in en-
ergy, peak temperature, and performance. Thus, there is an ex-
ploration space which needs to be traversed in order to identify
the right number of threads for an application in order to meet
PPT budgets.

4.5. Overhead of PTSMT

In order to allow designers to take full advantage of PTSMT to
do an early evaluation of design choices at the three levels it is
necessary to have a low simulation time for PTSMT. On an aver-
age, PTSMT takes 71 seconds to simulate 5 million instructions.
On the other hand, the SSMT simulator takes 29 seconds to sim-
ulate the same 5 million instructions. However, SSMT simula-
tor only does performance simulation and not a tightly coupled
power and temperature estimation as done by PTSMT. This ex-
ecution overhead of PTSMT is justified by the additional power
and temperature estimation for SMT processors at each cycle.
The overhead can be reduced greatly if the temperature estima-
tion is done after every tens of thousands of cycles instead of
each cycle. This extends the utility of PTSMT beyond research
on performance enhancement techniques to optimization of the
PPT metrics.

5. Conclusion

There has been extensive research on analyzing the performance
characteristics of SMT processors and evaluating their tradeoffs.
However, current generation of technologies have imposed ad-
ditional constraints of power dissipation and temperature on de-
signs. There is a need for simultaneous evaluation of Perfor-
mance, Power, and Temperature (PPT) metrics for SMT proces-
sors because of inter-relation between these metrics. In this pa-
per we attempted to bridge this gap using a platform which does
a tightly coupled performance, power, and temperature estima-
tion for SMT processors and also allows the designer to evaluate
choices at three different levels of design: Application, Microar-
chitecture, and Physical. We demonstrated that such a cross-
level exploration will give the designer an opportunity to explore
different choices at all the above levels to do early trade-off anal-
ysis for PPT.
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